We find stochastic equations governing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a dynamical complex Ginibre ensemble reaffirming the intertwined role played between both sets of matrix degrees of freedom. We solve the accompanying Smoluchowski-Fokker-Planck equation valid for any initial matrix. We derive evolution equations for the averaged extended characteristic polynomial and for a class of k-point eigenvalue correlation functions. From the latter we obtain a novel formula for the eigenvector correlation function which we inspect for Ginibre and spiric initial conditions and obtain macro-and microscopic limiting laws.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two key distinctions of non-normal matrices: their eigenvalues are complex and their eigenvectors are not orthogonal. When the matrix elements become random, we can consider statistical properties of both. Since the publication of the seminal work by Ginibre [1] , the eigenvalues of non-Hermitian, including non-normal random matrices have been widely studied. The eigenvectors however, only recently are becoming the focus of increased attention. The pioneering works in this area, [2] and [3] , concentrate on averages of the so called overlap matrix O αβ = L α |L β R β |R α (where |L and |R are left and right eigenvectors respectfully), and in particular the eigenvector correlation function
which turnes out to be related to a generalised version of the resolvent function in the large matrix size limit [4] . We now know that this and related objects have some interesting and quite diverse applications. In particular, the instability of fluid flows [5] and complex systems [6] , as well as transient behaviour in the evolution of the latter [7] is related to the non-orthogonality of the eigenvectors of associated matrices. The overlap matrix plays a prominent role in the studies of scattering in chaotic systems [8] [9] [10] [11] , and formula (1) turns up as the so-called Peterman factor describing the linewidth of a laser cavity mode [12] . Finally, uncovering the properties of large, time-lagged correlation matrices also leads to tackling problems of correlations of non-orthogonal eigenvectors [13] . Interestingly, shortly before Ginibre's paper, another field defining work was published by Dyson [14] . There, he proposed to consider a matrix with elements performing independent Brownian motions. Using perturbation theory, he derived a Smoluchowski-Fokker-Planck equation governing the evolution of the joint probability density function for the eigenvalues. This approach was more recently adapted to derive and solve partial differential equations describing the dynamics of the resolvent (or Greens function) and the averaged characteristic polynomial for diffusing Hermitian [15, 16] and Wishart matrices [17, 18] . More importantly for this paper, this was extended to the study of complex non-Hermitian matrices [19, 20] , where the intimate interplay of the introduced correlation function (1) and the spectral resolvent was uncovered in the form of a coupling of associated nonlinear partial differential equations. These were derived by inspecting dynamic properties of a novel, extended form of an associated averaged characteristic polynomial, which turned out to satisfy a very simple diffusion equation in an auxiliary spatial-like dimension.
With the renewed interest, novel developments emerged and mixed-matrix moments of the Ginibre ensemble were related to the overlap function [21] and results for products of independent complex Ginibre matrices were obtained [22] . Additionally, the famous Haagerup-Larsen theorem was extended to contain an eigenvectors part [23, 24] and the diagrammatic method was employed to obtain new results on the eigenvector correlation functions [25] .
In the mean time, matrix based stochastic processes of real, non-symmetric matrices were also studied. In this context the large matrix size limit of a two-time correlation function of spin variables associated with real eigenvalues was calculated in [26] . Later, a similar stochastic evolution was shown to be governed by an effectively attractive force [27] .
Finally, in a very recent development, P. Bourgade and G. Dubach showed that the diagonal overlaps of the complex Ginibre ensemble are governed in the bulk by the inverse gamma distribution and provided many more, associated results [28] . Moreover, they provide the Langevin description of the Dyson-type dynamics for eigenvalues of non-normal matrices. They show, that when the complex matrix elements perform Brownian motion, the evolution of the eigenvalues is driven only through their dependence on the eigenvectors. However, they do not derive the equation associated with the eigenvector themselves. Simultaneously, Y. Fyodorov, using a different method, in particular the supersymmetry approach, derived the joint probability density functions for eigenvalues and the eigenvector correlation function for both real and complex, non-self-adjoint, Gaussian random matrices, analysing additionally its bulk and edge scaling limits [29] .
Here, we revisit the problem of complex diffusing non-Hermitian matrices. Our aim is to complete the associated picture by providing full Dyson evolution equations of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Thus, in section II, we start the paper by deriving these evolution equations. Section III is devoted to the resulting Smoluchowski-Fokker-Planck partial differential equation as an alternative way for representing the dynamics. It contains both the derivation of the equation and its solution. In section IV, we re-derive the above mentioned diffusion equation for the extended characteristic polynomial -this time using the result from section II of this paper. Finally, by exploiting the interplay of the evolution of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, in section V, we obtain results relating their correlation functions. These in turn provide a novel exact formula for the eigenvector correlation function (1) . In many cases, the more complicated calculations are moved to the appendices. We finish the paper with some conclusions and acknowledgments.
II. STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION OF NON-HERMITIAN RANDOM MATRICES
Let us start our discussion by considering a general perturbation of a complex matrix X of size N × N. First, we introduce a similarity transformation:
where Λ is diagonal and contains the eigenvalues whereas the S matrix encodes the eigenvectors with S αβ = |R β α . By Itô calculus we find the differential:
where δX = S −1 dXS , δS = S −1 dS and δS = d(S −1 )S . Notice that in general δS (δS ) −1 . For readers not used to the formalism, we provide here a crude but sufficient crash-course to the calculus. We view every differential term dα = d fv α + d m α as containing two independent parts -finite variance (denoted in this work by a subscript 'fv') and martingale/stochastic (denoted by a subscript 'm'). The latter is formally proportional to √ dt whereas the former is linear in the time increment dt. This mnemotechnical rule implies expanding Eq. (3) to the second order in differentials (unlike the usual differential calculus). Accordingly, to calculate the second order differentials dαdα we treat both parts as usual numbers and use some straight-forward combining rules:
Using these techniques we show in appendix A that the perturbation of X implies infinitesimal changes of eigenvalues dΛ and eigenvectors δS , encoded by the following equations:
where (dΛ) ii = dλ i and the last equation is a set of 2N real constraints imposed on diagonal variations in order to retain the number of degrees of freedom 2N 2 = (2N 2 − 2N) + 2N.
A. Dyson's evolution
Now, we will narrow our considerations to a simple stochastic process. Let the matrix X i j undergo a diffusion, with the real and imaginary parts of the elements evolving independently:
kl ,
where dB
kl denotes a standard real Brownian motion. This differential contains only the martingale part dX m,kl -the finite variance part dX fv,kl vanishes. This form implies the second order variations dX i j dX kl = 0, dX i j dX kl = δ ik δ jl dt. Since stochastic equations (4)-(6) depend on δX, we find it useful to calculate also
ik dt where we introduced A = S † S related also to the overlap matrix O i j = A −1 i j A ji introduced in Eq. (1). Such stochastic dynamics simplify considerabily the increments given by Eqs. (4)- (6) . The Dyson's dynamics of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is given by:
δS ii = 0.
One striking feature of the evolution is already evident -the lack of a Vandermonde-like interaction term in the dynamics of eigenvalues. It is instead present in the dynamics of eigenvectors as first observed numerically in [30] . The relation of these equations with known non-Hermitian results will be established in section III 1, where a special solution to the SmoluchowskiFokker-Planck equation associated with Dyson's evolution equation coincides with the complex Ginibre ensemble studied in [1] . We now turn to including the constraint δS ii = 0 into the evolution. We use δS = S −1 dS and compute dS i j :
From
jk which is plugged into the previous equation:
The second term on the l.h.s.
jk dS k j = δS j j = 0 due to the constraint. The reduced Dyson's evolution is now described by
where now the constraint given by Eq. (10) is included implicitly in the dynamics. The (non-zero) second order differentials are found by the Itô calculus methods:
which completes the Dyson's evolution of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A distinct feature of the motion of eigenvalues alone is its variance dλ i dλ i = O ii dt depending on the overlap matrix which necessarily speeds up the stochastic motion as O ii ≥ 1. A related phenomenon was observed in [27] and Eq. (15) was also derived recently in [28] . Finally, to highlight the significance of these equations, we juxtapose them with a two-dimensional Coulomb gas description. There, instead of solving the Dyson's problem, one starts from the steady Ginibre ensemble jPDF and infers a dynamical system producing the associated distribution. In that way, the following Langevin description of interacting eigenvalues arises naturally:
with dB a j (t) = 0 and dB
This system of equations describes a 2D Coulomb-gas of eigenvalues [31, 32] with a pairwise repulsive interaction and a harmonic potential added so that the stationary solution gathers the eigenvalues in a disk of radius one. Although the Dysonian approach given by Eqs. (13)- (14) and Coulomb-gas method of Eq. (18) are drastically different, by construction they give rise to the same ensemble for a special choice of vanishing initial conditions. In general, this difference stems from the fact that the Coulomb gas method can be reformulated as a Dyson-like approach for normal [33, 34] non-Hermitian random matrices i.e. a subset fulfilling the condition [X, X † ] = 0. To shed more light on the striking difference between the evolution of the two-dimensional Coulomb gas and of non-Hermitian, non-normal matrices, we simulate the two and show the results in Fig 1. In the latter case the elements of the matrix (the X i j (t)) undergo an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, such that dX i j (t) = − 1 4 X i j (t)dt and dX i j (t)dX nm (t ) = 1 2N δ(t − t )δ in δ jm dt. The dynamics of the former is governed by Eq. (18) . The time steps are of exactly the same size in both simulations and the flow of time is captured by the increasing opacity of the disks representing the eigenvalues in the plots of the left panel. In both cases the global statistics are the same, as shown by the histograms in the right panels -a flat distribution of eigenvalues, confined to a disk in the complex plane, implies a semi-circular distribution of the real (or imaginary) parts of the eigenvalues. The microscopic dynamics is however very different. The 'particles' of the Coulomb gas behave similarly across the whole spectrum and their trajectories can be traced on the plot. The same can be said about most of the eigenvalues on the edge of the spectrum of the diffusing matrix, but as is well known, the closer to the center of the spectrum we get the larger the eigenvector correlator becomes. This results in an increase of the variance of the eigenvalue position (as according to Eq. (15)), and thus, deep in the spectrum, the particular trajectories are not distinguishable.
III. THE SMOLUCHOWSKI-FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
Instead of looking at the Dyson's evolution, we can study the associated, deterministic Smoluchowski-Fokker-Planck (SFP) partial differential equation, describing the joint probability density function (jPDF) for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. To this end, we find it best to rewrite Eqs. (8)- (10) as:
where we changed the notation δS i j ≡ dR i j in accordance with a differential character of this object δS = S −1 dS . We calculate the second order differentials and obtain:
Although there is no simple formula relating (non-infinitesimal) R and S , we look for an equation for jPDF P t (R, Λ), depending on R, Λ and time t. To this end, consider an arbitrary observable f t ≡ f (R(t), Λ(t)) and compute its evolution equation
where the finite variance and martingale differential operators read
This result follows from the Itô's lemma, however it also coincides with a simple expansion of f t up to the order dt. The evolution equation (21) is mathematically equivalent to a sum of the usual Lebesgue (finite variance part) and stochastic (martingale part) integral
du f u where f 0 is the initial value of the observable. Next, we take its mean value:
with averaging taken over the unknown jPDF as (18) and an additive non-hermitian matrix evolution (lower panel) governed by Eq. (7), captured by increasing opacity of the disks marking the associated 100 eigenvalues. Right panels: histograms of the real parts of the eigenvalues for the former (upper panel) and latter (lower panel) evolution types (averaged over 40 time steps separated by 20 time step intervals). Both histograms converge to the same semi-circular law (stemming from the circular law) despite apparent differences in the dynamics of single-particle trajectories.
[
where we plugged in the finite variance differential operator given by Eq. (22) and integrated each term by parts, so that all derivatives act on the jPDF P t . Because function f is arbitrary, we skip the integrals and write down the SFP equation:
The solution P t (R, Λ) is however given in terms of matrix R whose exact relation to eigenvector-encoding S is unknown. To aid this, we change the variables R → S in the SFP equation (25) . The transformation is tractable since the following identities hold
To show this we find the transformed differential operator
by the definition S dR = dS which entails k S nk dR km = dS nm and dS nm dR i j = S ni δ m j . We plug Eqs. (28) and (19) on the l.h.s. of identity (26) :
which recreates the r.h.s. of Eq. (26) . We have used differential operatorS nk ∂S nl = ∂S nlS nk − δ nn δ kl and the fact that we sum over k l. Analogous computation can be done also for the second identity (27) . Using these identities, the S -dependent SFP equation reads:
where P t ≡ P t (S , Λ).
Solutions to SFP equation (29)
We turn to investigate concrete solutions to the SFP equation (29) . We first introduce a succinct notation of each term:
where C λ,λ
. We look for a solution in the following separated form:
We plug this ansatz into Eq. (30) and split the terms on the r.h.s. into three groups:
where T Q gathers all terms proportional to Q t , T ∂Q th terms depending on the first derivative of Q t and T ∂∂Q all the terms containing second derivatives. We write down T Q :
In appendix B we show that for a particular choice of the proportionality factor:
the terms in the bracket vanish resulting in T Q = 0. Similarly, when we look at T ∂Q :
we find in appendix B that it also vanishes T ∂Q = 0. Only the last term survives
and combined with ∂ t P t = F∂Q t gives the SFP equation for Q t :
We find a solution of the form:
where the fixed eigenvalues and eigenvectors are respectively denoted by λ (0) and S (0) and there is some time-independent constant c. It is an initial value solution as in the t → 0 limit we find
We read-off the full jPDF from Eq. (31) as:
is found by considering the special case X (0) = 0, where the solution Q t simplifies:
and the jPDF:
is a form found by Ginibre in his seminal paper [1] . The fourth power of the Vandermonde term found in the context of complex matrices can be surprising at first but one should remember that typically the second power of Vandermonde appears when one considers a marginal jPDF with eigenvector variables integrated out. Indeed, this task was completed by Ginibre himself and the eigenvector integration yields the Vandermonde to power −2 resulting in the well-known result.
IV. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL
As we have mentioned in the introduction, it was shown in earlier works, that the so-called Extended Characteristic Polynomial (ECP)
gives access to the bulk properties of non-Hermitian random matrices in the large N limit [19] . In particular, after averaging over the elements of X (denoted by ) it can be used to calculate the spectral density, with
and the one point eigenvector overlap function defined by Eq. (1), with
in some sense analogically to the Hermitian case [30] and where, to our knowledge the self-averaging property in the large N limit log D = log D is not formally proven yet. For the stochastic process under consideration (defined by Eq. (7)), it fulfils the following, remarkably simple and exact partial differential equation
true for any size of the matrix and initial condition (note that time variable t = τ/N is rescaled in [19] ). It can be solved both for finite N and in the limit of the infinite size of the matrix. Originally, it was derived with the use of the diffusion equation satisfied by the matrix elements and by representing the determinant as a Grassmann variable integral. To show the usefulness of the full Dyson's equations governing the evolution of eigenvalues and eigenvectors introduced in the previous section, we will now employ them to re-derive Eq. (42).
First, let us introduce some notation. We represent the matrix in Eq. (41) 
We use Itô formula and calculate:
Since we aim at computing the diffusion equation for D , the stochastic or martingale part is not crucial as it will be averaged out (see also Sec. III). A straight-forward but lenghty calculation gives 
V. RELATIONS BETWEEN EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Let us now use the evolution equations (21) to derive relations between eigenvalue and eigenvector correlation functions. We focus on the k-point eigenvalue correlation functions of the form:
among which, the two first examples are the (not normalized) spectral densityρ 1 (z) = N i=1 δ(z − λ i ) and the (not normalized) two-point correlation functionρ 2 
We derive simple dynamical equations for these quantities as they do not depend on eigenvectors:
where
In the k = 1 case, the definition is proportional to the eigenvector correlation function given by Eq. (1) asÔ 1 (ẑ 1 ) = i O ii δ(z 1 − λ i ). The averaged version of stochastic equation (44) is given in terms of normalized objects
and with a rescaled time variable t = τ/N:
which remains valid for any matrix size N. We continue to study this family of equations first in the case k = 1 where both O 1 , ρ 1 are familiar and leave the general k > 1 case for future research.
A. The case of k = 1
We set k = 1, denote ρ 1 ≡ ρ as the normalized spectral density and O = 1 N O 1 as the eigenvector correlation function normalized as in the definition (1) . A particularly simple relation between eigenvector and eigenvalue related quantities reads
First, we simply cross-check it against the known bulk formulas for the initial matrix X 0 = 0 where spectral density and eigenvector correlator are ρ ∼
πτ 2 respectively and remain valid inside a circle of radius |z| = √ τ. In the large N limit, the same relation (46) holds also for a general class of bi-unitarily invariant non-Hermitian random matrices as was shown recently in [36] . Since Eq. (46) is exact, we focus on obtaining novel finite N results from this relation. At first glance, we cannot simply solve one equation with two unknown functions however once we have one of them, the second can be deduced rather easily. In [37] , the spectral density formula valid for finite matrix size N and a normal initial matrix X 0 was found:
where X 0 = diag(a 1 ...a N ) and the contour C encircles counter-clockwise poles located at |a i − z| 2 . Although this expression was obtained in the framework of external source non-Hermitian models, there exists a simple connection to the diffusive approach discussed in this paper. Namely, the external source corresponds to the matrix initiating the evolution, whereas the overall variance of the random matrix is proportional to the evolution time τ. Most importantly, the second derivative ∂ zz seems to fit in the equation (46) neatly. First however, we must address a subtlety hidden in the expression (47) -the integral over β and the derivative operator ∂ zz cannot commute as taking the β integral first leads to a divergent answer due to the 1/β 2 factor (or 1/β if we calculate the contour integral v first). We signal this problem now and will propose a solution shortly. Application of equation (46) to obtain a formula for O 1 is therefore at first stated formally in terms of an inverse derivative operator (∂ zz ) −1 :
First, we find β integral and τ derivative commuting which can be understood since rendering the β-integral convergent demands taking at least one derivative:
which cures the divergence as we demonstrate now. We compute the v integral:
. The culprit term proportional to 1/β vanishes upon calculating the contour integral first, before taking the β integral. Because f is a finite polynomial in β variables, its β integral is also finite. We can now safely commute the derivatives and obtain the formula:
Lastly, we set (∂ zz ) −1 ∂ zz = 1 and add a function C satisfying ∂ zz C = 0:
which is found with a natural assumption of O 1 (z,z) → 0 as z → ∞ and assuming that function C is bounded and therefore a constant from the Liouville's theorem. Since we are interested in large z asymptotics, without loosing any generality, we set a i = 0 and compute the integral
where we have used the binomial formula and the residue theorem. Using the integral
splits I(z) = I const + I var (z) into two parts:
We immediately obtain I 1 (z) → 0 as z → ∞ due to the behaviour of the incomplete Gamma function. Since the eigenvector correlator O 1 = I πτ 2 + C ought to vanish in this limit and so from 0 = I const πτ 2 + C we arrive at C = 1 πτ . The final exact formula for the eigenvector correlator reads:
Ginibre case
We compute the expression (51) in the classic case of a i = 0, recreating the Ginibre ensemble. The eigenvector correlation function reads
with integrals I(z) and I var (z) computed previously in Eqs. (48) and (50) respectively. We transform the latter term further:
The resulting eigenvector correlator:
agrees with the well-known result [39] . For completeness, we show below both macro-and microscopic limiting laws arising from Eq. (53).
a. Macroscopic bulk regime. We calculate first how the macroscopic limit is restored. To this end, let z ∼ O(1) and we approximate the sum of (53) N N 2 (log |z| 2 /τ) 2 otherwise. Gathering the above formulas gives the classic macroscopic result [38] :
b. Microscopic edge regime. In the microscopic limit we zoom near the edge of the density by setting |z| = √ τ + δN −1/2 . Instead of using formula (53), we derive an alternative integral representation of I var given by Eq. (52), namely:
The σ integral is approximated by saddle-point method around σ = |z|
The remaining u integral in the expression (55) is computed similarly, by expanding u = (−2δ √ τ + v)N −1/2 , resulting in
. With the definition O Ginibre = 1 πτ 2 I var , we obtain the edge microscopic law found also in [39] :
The eigenvector correlation function thus behaves smoothly near the edge following an error-function-type universality law akin to those found in the edge microscopic regime for the spectral density.
Spiric case
We consider now a prime example of non-vanishing initial matrix X 0 . Let N be an even number and we set the initial positions to a i = (−1) i a. Thus, initially the eigenvalues are positioned (in equal amounts) at symmetric points ±a. This special choice is known in the literature as the spiric case and was studied in the bulk limit (or large N) in [20, 40] as the simplest instance in which there occurs a dynamical change in the topology of the spectral boundary. As the two initial bunches of eigenvalues spread, they are bound to collide at some finite time and create one eigenvalue bulk. To show that, we present the macroscopic correlation function O is given by:
where A ± = |a ± z| 2 and C is a contour defined by the spiric equation 
Unfortunately, in present form, this expression is not very handy in conducting saddle-point computations, however we present now an alternative formulation which does not have such shortcomings:
This version of the formula was derived in appendix C. We will now study its behaviour in both macro-and microscopic regimes.
a. Macroscopic bulk regime. We first calculate the macroscopic limit where z ∼ O(1) and so A ± ∼ O(1). The asymptotic form of the σ contour integral in Eq. (59) is computed first:
where we split the contour integral into two parts encircling only one of the poles. Depending on the sign of A + − A − , one of the contributions will dominate. The geometric meaning of this difference is straightforward as A ± measure the squared distance from the point z to the source term located at ±a. The sign of A + − A − therefore depends on which point is nearest to our probe located at z. We assume from now on that A − < A + (or that we are in the vicinity of a) and so J will always be closer to the origin σ = 0 than σ + * . That is, although the poles move around in the σ space as we probe different areas of the complex plane z, the saddles themselves maintain a hierarchy and so always σ − * < σ + * . This means that if A − < A + then contours centered around A ± pick up the saddles at σ ± * but in the opposite case A − > A + the poles A ± switch their relevant saddles and so pick up instead σ ∓ * . Importantly, always the σ − * saddle brings in the leading contribution as it is the only saddle capable of reaching negative half-space Reσ < 0 and make contact with the pole at −u. We present this mechanism by writing down symbolically all the contributions depending on whether the saddle point σ − * crosses or not the origin σ = 0 and whether it interferes with the pole at σ = −u:
All saddle-point contributions besides the contour integral around −u inevitably produce terms O(N −1/2 ). The leading order is thus associated with a simple pole at σ = −u and so
. We plug it back into expression (59) resulting in 
where σ
Microscopic collision regime. We lastly turn to a microscopic regime near the collision time τ c = |a| 2 where both boundaries of spectral density and eigenvector correlator change its topology. We probe I spiric given by Eq. (59) around the critical point in both space z = ηN −1/4 and time τ = |a| 2 + tN −1/2 . We start from approximating the u integral:
Since the integral cannot be computed explicitly, we take only the σ dependent part and calculate the σ contour integral as
Both formulas are combined and pre-factors cancel exactly resulting in I spiric ∼ −τ + 
. In the limit η,η → ∞, the formula agrees with the corresponding bulk equation (57). With identification T * → −2δ, |a| 2 → τ, it has the same functional form as the Ginibre edge microscopic law (56). Therefore, only the argument function T * encodes the spiric collision geometry but, besides that, the error-function-type universality class is not altered by a special choice of initial condition.
General case
Based on previously studied examples, we propose a general formula for the eigenvector correlation function (alternative to Eq. (51) derived earlier):
where A i = |a i − z| 2 and the contour integral encircles all A i 's. In the special cases a i = 0 and a i = (−a) i it is reduced to formulas (55) and (59). Although the formula was not proved beyond two cases studied before, we have checked symbolically its validity against the representation given by Eq. (51). Its correctness is corroborated by the fact that the procedure of obtaining the macroscopic limiting law (as described in section V A 2 for the spiric case) has a natural generalization to arbitrary sources. The result is again proportional to the smallest saddle point σ min * (compare with Eq. (60)):
where the minimal saddle is found from the equation 0 = − 
which are exactly Eqs. (39) and (40) of [20] and the θ(r 2 * ) is implicitly present in these equations. In particular, the boundaries of the correlation functions are found by the condition r * = 0.
Lastly, we point out that the formula (62) has a structure similar to the corresponding expressions in the Hermitian random matrices as found by Brézin and Hikami [41] where two integral representations are largely independent and joined together only by a term 1 u+σ . This suggests possible structures of the same kind arising also for higher-order correlation functions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have tackled the problem of complex diffusing non-Hermitian matrices and provided a corresponding description of the behavior of their eigenvalues and eigenvectors via both stochastic differential equations and the SmoluchowskiFokker-Planck equation. This allowed us to recover recent results, in particular the equation describing the diffusion of an extended characteristic polynomial and obtain a novel one, namely the form of an exact one point eigenvector correlation function for Ginibre matrices with an external source. We found both macro-and microscopic limiting laws for the case of vanishing and spiric-type source and showed that the error-function-type universality class encapsulates also a collision-type scenario, as was already hinted in the previous work [20] .
As the pace of the study field of non-Hermitian and in particular non-normal random matrices increases, we expect the appearance of more and more of new results and applications. We hope this work to be part of the prelude to that. For example, the subtle connections between the stochastic processes of eigenvalues and free entropy (and free information) for Hermitian matrices (see [35] ), make us hope that the presented advancements can be a stepping stone towards understanding the later notions for non-normal random matrices. Proposed integral representations for the eigenvector correlation function ought to be extended to spectral density where results are scarce. On the application side, we look toward stability problems, network science and artificial neural networks, however we expect to once more be surprised.
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In turn, the off-diagonal part reads:
where the underlined term vanishes. With help of Eq. (A7), we obtain:
Thus, finally
We collect the differentials dλ ii = dλ m,ii + dλ fv,ii given by Eqs. (A3) and (A8) and δS i j = δS m,i j + δS fv,i j given by Eqs. (A4) and (A9):
which recreates Eqs. (4)-(6).
Appendix B: Solving the SFP equation
We first give here several algebraic identities which will prove useful. From the definition of matrix A = S † S we find
a. Proof of Eq. (33). We first establish the identity:
valid for F(Λ) = i< j |λ j − λ i | 4 and we denote C λ,λ
To this end, we first compute
,
so that after renaming the indices all four contributions to the formula (B2) add up to zero. b. Proof of Eq. (35) . To prove the formula :
we focus on showing that the terms in the brackets vanish:
The first identity (B7) is established by computing the first term
and noticing that after renaming indices i → l, k → n and j → i it cancels the second term calculated in Eq. (B4). The second identity (B8) is found by computing
which cancel each other as can be seen by renaming n → α, i → β and k → m in the formula (B10). We start off from Eq. (58):
First we expand both binomials: At this point all β integrals are convergent. The first two terms have a structure identical to (48) and so we readily find: 
The term I
A is less trivial, we first compute the β integral which gives We decompose I A ± /τ+u+σ and we continue in calculating the contour integral over α variable. This is achieved by the Cauchy theorem -instead of encircling pole of order N at zero, we compute a simple pole at α 
We collect formulas (C1) and (C2) to find I A ± = I The formula does not depend on which A ± is larger and so we recreate Eq. (59) valid for any A ± .
